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The Five Trajectories: A Thumbnail Sketch

**Mix of Offenses**

**Trajectory Group 1**
- Drug Crimes
- Domestic Violence
- Simple Assault
- Theft
- Traffic

**Trajectory Group 2**
- Drug Crimes
- Domestic Violence
- Simple Assault
- Theft
- Traffic

**Trajectory Group 3**
- Drug Crimes
- Domestic Violence
- Simple Assault
- Theft
- Traffic

**Trajectory Group 4**
- Drug Crimes
- Domestic Violence
- Simple Assault
- Theft
- Traffic

**Trajectory Group 5**
- Drug Crimes
- Domestic Violence
- Simple Assault
- Theft
- Traffic

**Implications**

- Amnesia receiving mental health services display varying patterns of offending over time
- Those patterns likely reflect different system management issues
- Simple demographic and diagnostic data do not predict group membership well
- To make these useful to service system planners, more data that would predict individual-likely trajectories is needed
- Critical is an understanding of how service use patterns are associated with these trajectories
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**Temporal Patterns of Arrest in a Cohort of Adults Receiving Mental Health Services: The Massachusetts Mental Health / Criminal Justice Cohort Study**

**Introduction**

The Massachusetts Mental Health / Criminal Justice Cohort Study was conducted to examine the prevalence, type and temporal patterns of arrest for individuals receiving mental health services. The study was based on data collected from the Massachusetts Department of Mental Health between July 1991 and June 1992. The study included a total of 41,860 charges, 27,044 for felonies and 14,816 for misdemeanors. The study found that 3,856 cohort members (27.9%) experienced at least one arrest during the 10-year observation period.

**Methods**

The study used a Five-Group Trajectory Model to examine the prevalence, type and temporal patterns of arrest for individuals receiving mental health services. The model was used to identify temporal activity patterns in the cohort members and to derive a solution consisting of a set of groups whose members have a common pattern of arrest over time. The model was used to identify five distinct trajectories: Group 1: Low Arrest Rate; Group 2: Moderate Arrest Rate; Group 3: High Arrest Rate; Group 4: Low Arrest Rate with a Spike; and Group 5: High Arrest Rate with a Spike.

**Results**

The Five-Group Trajectory Model was used to identify the prevalence, type and temporal patterns of arrest for individuals receiving mental health services. The model identified five distinct trajectories: Group 1: Low Arrest Rate; Group 2: Moderate Arrest Rate; Group 3: High Arrest Rate; Group 4: Low Arrest Rate with a Spike; and Group 5: High Arrest Rate with a Spike.

**Discussion**

The Five-Group Trajectory Model was used to identify the prevalence, type and temporal patterns of arrest for individuals receiving mental health services. The model identified five distinct trajectories: Group 1: Low Arrest Rate; Group 2: Moderate Arrest Rate; Group 3: High Arrest Rate; Group 4: Low Arrest Rate with a Spike; and Group 5: High Arrest Rate with a Spike.

**Conclusions**

The Five-Group Trajectory Model was used to identify the prevalence, type and temporal patterns of arrest for individuals receiving mental health services. The model identified five distinct trajectories: Group 1: Low Arrest Rate; Group 2: Moderate Arrest Rate; Group 3: High Arrest Rate; Group 4: Low Arrest Rate with a Spike; and Group 5: High Arrest Rate with a Spike.

**Appendix**

The Five-Group Trajectory Model was used to identify the prevalence, type and temporal patterns of arrest for individuals receiving mental health services. The model identified five distinct trajectories: Group 1: Low Arrest Rate; Group 2: Moderate Arrest Rate; Group 3: High Arrest Rate; Group 4: Low Arrest Rate with a Spike; and Group 5: High Arrest Rate with a Spike.